
                       

Hosta Forest School 

Annual report of the association's activities 2023 

The association, with the same zeal as before, strove to expand in 2023
by offering knowledge and practices that restore man's dignity 

of the highest form of Natural Intelligence, to know oneself as such, 
to perceive biology as divinity, to treat nature as sacred and, 

in cooperation with it, gradually transformed into a man 
whose actions reflect the awareness of the Oneness of Life. 

We are in the natural process of evolution of consciousness and we are passing that part
of our development that stops the barbaric attitude towards Life, in order to enter a new
round  of  maturing  on  a  higher  level  of  being  and  harmony  with  Nature  and  the
Intelligence that rules it. Anyone who 'reads' the signs of this development allows himself
to be transformed by the natural process of raising consciousness and is aligned with the
general raising of vibration on Earth. He abandons the self-based attitude towards himself,
nature  and  Life  and  becomes  a  part,  with  Unity  Consciousness  and  consideration
motivated behavior of the New Earth. People who allow the natural process to transform
their thinking and behavior in Life into more harmonious beings, enter a new cycle of
transillumination of their energy, in which there is no selfishness, lack and disease. 

The age of insensitivity to Life, be it your own, your children, animals, plants, trees or the
planet, is over. Anyone unable or unwilling to abandon the low-consciousness behavioral
characteristics of unfreedom, disrespect, and non-awareness will fall with the dying world.
Separation  occurs  at  the  level  of  one,  family,  community,  nation  and  planetary
consciousness of man simultaneously. 

Podcast 

Hostarka came to life in October 2022 with the intention of helping someone who is not
yet  independent  in  reading  the  signs  of  the  Happening  to  get  started. It  releases
approximately one drop per week and is a progressive maturation towards independence
of Understanding and energy sovereignty. Those listeners and readers who benefit the
most from it are those who let themselves be guided by it, as it is are given to them and
with  as  much  as  possible  the  strong presence of  the  attributes  of  the  Living...,  with
composure, regularity of consolidation and seriousness of bringing a new way of thinking
to life. 
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For generations, the human consciousness has been hardened in the belief that we are a
thing that depends on things, phenomena and circumstances, that we are the product of
random mutations of lower forms of Life, that we are transitory bodies, separated from the
All,  therefore the same intensity of  hardening is  needed in the opposite, that the old
mentality  collapses  and  creates  space  for  new,  more  natural  and  more  life-beneficial
possibilities for shaping oneself and society. 

A vision 
What is it that drives you to live Life the way you live it? Is it the fear of survival, the
unconscious inertia of the past, the feeling of helplessness, is it the desire to move up the
social  ladder,  to  possess  or  assert  yourself,  is  it  a  lukewarmness that  repeats  for  the
crowd? Is it a genuine call to serve, to be useful to Life, is it a love for doing something
that  nurtures  you  and  others? Is  your  consciousness  busy  defending,  preserving  and
increasing  your  world,  your  opinions,  your  ambitions...  or  creating  the  unique  inner
Beauties that preserve and increase Life? 

These are questions that Hosta asks itself and answers them carefully. If the driving force
of your action is fear for yourself and your own, then you serve yourself at the expense of
the Whole, if the initiator of your action is trust in Life and Its Order, then you relax in
'saving yourself' and expand to serve the Whole. A vision that allows others their own
rhythm of maturing towards active Love and respects the free will of the other, is surely
the highest image to which we aspire. Without conditions or expectations, we share the
knowledge and practices that restore freedom and power over man, so that, once and for
all, he can break free from the grip of the force of deception that has captured his mind
and cut him off from his heart. 

Mission, 
that supports this Vision is to present the Law and the Will of Life in order to tune in to it,
and to bring people closer to a healthy, useful, holistic and saving alternative that they can
choose to initiate their action. Humans have agreed to make decisions from the mind,
which, due to its disconnection with Nature, works past it and against it. Because of this,
we lose naturalness in ourselves and in the environment. We do not know the Law of the
Natural Intelligence of Life, which, by and through Happening, regulates all things to the
highest possible extent into eternal self-preservation. 

Because we are not in harmony with Its principles and rules, discord returns to us with the
destruction of everything. Our bodies and creations do not have Its characteristics, they
have  no  value  for  Life.  This  vision  and  mission  burn  in  the  Hosta's  heart  like  an
inextinguishable Image that dictates the step. 

It wants and must manifest itself in this world through behavior and action. Another focus
of the mission of all those who want to actively Love is the willingness to forgive everyone
everything,  to  detach  ourselves  from  the  barbaric  past  and  what  we  have  caused
ourselves in nature from it, to forget the traumas and to move lightly into the creation of a
higher reality, not caring about anything else. 
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The vision of a man who knows himself, who knows his Origin and 
his creative Power, remains the fundamental motivation of Hosta's operation. 

For a very long time, my..., human Source of 'inspiration' was frustration, anger, loneliness,
helplessness...  in  relation  to  the  only  Value  that  Lives  me. That's  why  I  and  Hosta
incubated for 20 years, trained in a new approach to Life, before turning to active love and
starting to realize inspirations freed from the traumas of barbarism. This inspiration is the
ever-growing energy of Love, which wants to let go of everything that does not allow it to
expand beyond the sense of 'personal self', so that it can embrace a larger piece and
identify itself with the Oneness of Life. In this way, it can accept a new thought and a new
attitude towards everything and heal from the trauma. 

Clinging to anger and resentment does not allow expansion, it keeps the energy in a sense
of sacrifice, which wants to show the world that it is not to be trifled with, it remains
untransformed in demanding changes from others. This  energy needs discipline,  quiet
reflection, and self-love to transform into a creative force that naturally expands again and
integrates into the greater Whole that heals it. 

Personal transformation, expressed in behavior and attitude towards everything, 
is the only path of active compassion. 

Forest school and healing 

In the summer of 2023, Hosta offered independent individual forest retreats under its
leadership for the first time. As with the group retreats, it turned out that the progress of
the retreat and maturation through it is determined, above all, by the willingness of the
participant to let it do its cleaning work. The participant, with his beliefs, rebellions, fears
and spiritual inflexibility, is the main inhibitor of healing, however, without exception, the
retreat shook, loosened and cleared the discrepancies of everyone who had the courage to
spend 9 days alone in the forest. Everyone received at least one impermanent gift, the
healing  and clarification of  a  certain  dissonance in  whole or  in  part...  and initiated  a
healing process that unfolds in the knowledge of the participant even after arriving in the
everyday world and, like a silent groundwater, gently doses insights and transforms him
permanently. 

Multi-day forest retreats prove time and time again to be a wonderful remedy and will play
a major role in the approach in the new cycle of human development to healing as they
were before the advent of material science and classical medicine, which treat humans as
fleshy mechanics, without understanding about the causality of oneself and the origin of
the disease. 

The  novelty  of  Hosta  is  also  one-day  personal  and  group  treatments  for  school  and
kindergarten  classes,  work  teams  and  other  closed  societies  that  would  like  to
permanently increase personal and group harmony, health, creativity and peace. 
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We  are  also  open  to  meetings  with  children  or  teens  who  feel  the  need  to  clarify
themselves and are in a personal, family or identity crisis. The course of treatment is
adapted to the child's needs and interests, in regular weekly meetings of a few hours in
nature, where loving movements take place,  which the child,  with the support  of  the
family, can realize in his behavior. 

Education of the new age 

The new guidelines of education include knowledge of oneself and the Source of one's
own existence as the primary Branch from which other spiritual and material disciplines
arise that support It, especially: 

• the  fundamental  building  block  of  sovereignty  or  the  holy  grail  of  personal
integrity..., solitude and silence in nature, which invites a child (or an adult) to deep
relaxation, thereby creating the conditions for connecting with the Source, is a non-
circumventing starting point of education, which gives the child experience Of the
Magnificence and Order of Life that transcends it. In the last 20 years, schools have
appeared  all  over  the  world  that  introduce  children  from  the  first  day  to
internalization, and the peace of mind, which is the key to connecting with the
Source, to self-knowledge and personal mastery. Less emphasis on memorizing the
knowledge that the child receives from the outside, and more and more emphasis
on directly  receiving  the Gyana knowledge,  which,  from self-understanding,  the
child  draws  from  the  revived  Inner  tranquility  and  through  the  direct  and
undisturbed experience of Nature. Such a child perceives himself as nature, not as
a visitor in it, so it is natural for him to include it in creativity, become its custodian
and naturally multiply it in spirit and in things, and his Vision is as wide as the
universe, incapable of thoughts that would may harm him, 

• those activities and those conditions that give the child the opportunity to realize
his  inner  inspirations. The  new  education  will  outgrow  the  mass  treatment  of
children, the material-based interpretation of Life, the management of schooling
based  on  the  past,  and  will  fully  embrace  the  realization  of  those  needs  for
knowledge  dictated  by  the  awakened  naturalness  in  man. A  broad,  heartfelt,
considerate mind towards Life is a decision-maker in formal and informal matters,
valued as an Authority, nurtured and brought up by example. 

Part of the curriculum and active practices are: 
• the law of Life as the starting point for the formation of human Understanding, 
• natural law as a guideline for man's attitude towards himself and other forms of

Life, 
• knowledge of spiritual technology and increasing compliance with Natural Law, 
• knowledge about man as the highest technology of Natural Intelligence, which has

no limits to self-realization, 
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• knowledge about the light origin of creation and human creative power, 
• emphasis on self-expression through significance, skill, wisdom, mastery..., through

music,  poetry,  design,  production  and  cultivation  with  the  Life  harmonized
inspirations, or the necessity of their manifestation in the world, 

• other newly created emphases, knowledge and practices that will partially or fully
purify the teachings and practices harmful to nature, human nature and Life... 

Hectare of Abundance 
In 2023, a member of Hosta launched the charity project Hektar Obilja with the aim of
purchasing land and real estate, which will serve as a center for the realization of new
directions of human personal and social development in the aforementioned directions for
the area of Slovenia and beyond. For this purpose, she took the Silk Road motorcycle
route, and after her return, she visits places in Slovenia with travel insights and spreading
the  message of  the  Hosta. Collection of  funds  is  done through text  messages,  direct
donations and purchases of the Feniks Rising Empowerment Manual, which is now in its
3rd reprint. The project is open and alive. 

Improvements 
Hosta continues to be connected and growing with the worldwide movement of Spiritual
Science, serving humanity and the Earth by realizing: 

• natural law, 
• self-ownership, 
• interest in self-enlightenment,
• breakthrough natural technologies 
• and service work. 

Natural law is the understanding and observance of the Natural Laws of Life. 

Self-ownership is mastery over one's own energies (over the soul, Merkaba) and the
only possibility of realizing Natural Law. 
The interest in self-enlightenment is the realization that advancing on the path of
Light is the only evolution available to us and our very own mission. 
Breakthrough Natural Technology Human wholeness, the Merkaba activated body, is
the highest form of Natural Technology! It is capable of anything that a thought connected
to the Source can imagine. 
Service to the Whole is a vision of a man awakened in Love who, without the prospect
of reward or profit, lives the Law of Life, appreciates and cherishes Its biologicalness, and
brings all-inclusive inspirations to life. 

President Marjeta Šumrada 

Slovenia, 24.2.2024
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